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pickup apparatus for reading image data
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editing and the like. 2. Related Background
Art FIGS. 1 to 6 are diagrams showing the
conventional arrangement of image data

obtained by photoelectric conversion.
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Referring to FIG. 1, the image data is
obtained by photoelectric conversion of
one row of pixels at the same time, and

has image data of N-1 pixels (N is a natural
number). FIG. 2 is an example of FIG. 1 in

which the image data of one row is
obtained by reading N different

photoelectric conversion regions for one
pixel, and one line of image data of N

pixels is outputted at one time. The image
data of one line is outputted after N
identical image data of one pixel is

obtained. FIG. 3 is an example of FIG. 1 in
which the image data of one row is

obtained by reading N different
photoelectric conversion regions for one

pixel, and a plurality of lines of image data
of N pixels are outputted at one time. The
image data of one line is outputted after N

identical image data of one pixel are
obtained. FIG. 4 is an example of FIG. 1 in

which the image data of one row is
obtained by reading N different
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photoelectric conversion regions for one
pixel, and the image data of one line is

obtained by photoelectric conversion of M
pixels (M is an integer greater than N). FIG.

5 is an example of FIG. 4 in which the
image data of one line is obtained by

photoelectric conversion of M pixels (M is
an integer greater than N). FIG. 6 is an

example of FIG. 4 in which the image data
of one line is obtained by photoelectric
conversion of N pixels (N is a natural

number). In the image data, there are
image data at a desired position

(hereinafter referred to as "desired data")
and image data which is not desired

(hereinafter referred to as "undesired
data"). The desired data is data belonging

to a portion in which data having good
fidelity (which will be
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